Evidence for compensation for stuttering by the right frontal operculum.
There is recent evidence of focal alteration in fibre tracts underlying the left sensorimotor cortex in persistent developmental stuttering (PDS) [Lancet 360 (2002) 380]. If, as proposed, this anatomical abnormality is the cause of PDS, then overactivation in the right hemisphere seen with functional neuroimaging in stutterers may reflect a compensatory mechanism. To investigate this hypothesis, we performed two functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments. The first showed systematic activation of a single focus in the right frontal operculum (RFO) in PDS subjects during reading, which was not observed in controls. Responses in this region were negatively correlated with the severity of stuttering, suggesting compensation rather than primary dysfunction. Negative correlation was also observed during the baseline task that consisted in passive viewing of meaningless signs, indicating that RFO compensation acts independently of specific demands on motor speech output. The second experiment, that involved a covert semantic decision task, confirmed that RFO activation does not require overt utterances or motor output. In combination these findings suggest that the RFO serves a nonspecific compensatory role rather than one restricted to the final stages of speech production.